
LONG BIO 
It felt like a dirty word… 
However, only three letters comprised it rather than the customary four. Much like its four-letter 
counterparts, it seemed so right to Drax Project for all it implied.  
While studying jazz at college in Wellington, New Zealand, the quartet—Shaan Singh [vocals, 
saxophone], Matt Beachen [drums], Sam Thomson [bass], and Ben O’Leary [guitar]—took what 
they learned in class and applied it to another pursuit, making that three-letter word—pop—their 
own. These four mavericks bring vital virtuosity to airtight anthemic structures and subvert 
convention as a result. (Think Bruno Mars backed by Charlie Mingus, and you’re halfway there!) 
“We’re all big fans of pop, but it really was a dirty word to us at the same time,” Sam affirms. 
“For as much as we dig the artsy and technical scene that we came up in, it was sort of 
rebellious to listen to Top 40. It’s crazy when you think about it. By experimenting, we realized 
we could utilize those interesting chord changes and rhythms within something more palatable 
to a mainstream audience.” 
“We really found a lane,” adds Matt. “We threw all of those preconceived notions out the window 
and did what came naturally. It was a rebellion for sure. We’re happy to be doing our own thing 
though.” 
“To put it simply, we make ‘musical pop music’,” continues Shaan. “This is a structure that’s 
relatable and fun where we can combine all of our passions. It’s Drax Project.” 
The band first came to life in December 2013. Shaan and Matt began busking in Wellington to 
earn extra cash. Instead of jazz standards, they jammed out covers of Katy Perry and 
Macklemore & Ryan Lewis with just drums and saxophone—hence the name Drax Project 
(short for “drums” and “sax”). Adding Sam to the fold, the bassist hooked up his amplifier to a 
car battery and added a full-bodied low end to the mix during these public performances. 
Welcoming Ben on guitar in early 2014, they turned up at toga parties, open mic nights, and 
cozy clubs throughout New Zealand, building a buzz by acting as “a live Top 40 jukebox.” They 
transposed the catchiest parts of recognizable smashes onto saxophone and “magpied a sound 
together.” 
A viral cover of Kimbra’s “Goldmine” caught the attention of influential producer Devin Abrams 
who took them under his wing, giving acclaim to the newly-introduced group. With their profile 
rapidly rising, they opened up for everyone from SBTRKT to Six60. Known for explosive stage 
chemistry, they received invites to support Lorde in 2017 and Ed Sheeran during 2018 between 
selling out shows of their own. Simultaneously, their single “Woke Up Late” received a platinum 
certification in New Zealand. 
Propelled by lithe guitars, a funk groove, percussive handclaps, and Shaan’s swooning falsetto, 
the song recounts the aftermath of a one-night stand. 
“It’s about waking up with somebody who you just met the night before,” says Shaan. “Things 
are a little awkward at first, but you get over that, go with it, and want to do it all over again. We 
felt like it was relatable.” 
Signing to 300 Entertainment stateside as “Woke Up Late” soared to prominence back home, 
they accompanied Famous Dex on the standout single “LIGHT” from his chart-topping 2018 
debut, Dex Meet Dexter, which bowed at #12 on the Billboard Top 200. Their inclusion 
illuminated just how versatile “musical pop music can be” as they bring intricate instrumentation 
and a show-stopping chant to Dex’s technicolor trap. 



Ben continues, “Dex went hard on the verses, and we wanted to tap into the same energy. For 
us, it’s about having a great night.” 
As they tour Europe with Camila Cabello and ready more tunes, Drax Project truly possess the 
power to push pop to new heights. 
“When people listen to us, I’d like for them to think, ‘That was fresh and new. I really haven’t 
heard that before’,” Shaan leaves off. “The music has heaps of fun to it. Personally, we have a 
blast playing live. I hope that translates to everything we do.” 
 
MEDIUM BIO 
It felt like a dirty word… 
However, only three letters comprised it rather than the customary four. Like its four-letter 
counterparts, it seemed so right to Drax Project for all it implied. While studying jazz at college 
in Wellington, New Zealand, the quartet—Shaan Singh [vocals, saxophone], Matt Beachen 
[drums], Sam Thomson [bass], and Ben O’Leary [guitar]—took what they learned in class and 
applied it to another pursuit, making that three-letter word—pop—their own. These four 
mavericks bring vital virtuosity to airtight anthemic structures and subvert convention as a result. 
(Think Bruno Mars backed by Charlie Mingus, and you’re halfway there!) 
Drax Project first came to life in December 2013. Shaan and Matt began busking in Wellington 
to earn extra cash. Instead of jazz standards, they jammed out covers of Katy Perry and 
Macklemore & Ryan Lewis with just drums and saxophone, hence the name Drax Project (short 
for “drums” and “sax”). Adding Sam to the fold, the bassist hooked up his amplifier to a car 
battery and added a full-bodied low end to the mix. Welcoming Ben in early 2014, they turned 
up at toga parties, open mics, and cozy clubs throughout New Zealand, building a buzz by 
transposing the catchiest parts of recognizable smashes onto saxophone and “magpieing a 
sound together.” 
A viral cover of Kimbra’s “Goldmine” caught the attention of influential producer Devin Abrams 
who took them under his wing, giving acclaim to the newly-introduced group. With their profile 
rising, they opened up for everyone from SBTRKT to Six60. Known for explosive stage 
chemistry, they received invites to support Lorde in 2017 and Ed Sheeran during 2018 between 
selling out shows of their own. Simultaneously, their single “Woke Up Late” received a platinum 
certification in New Zealand. Propelled by lithe guitars, a funk groove, percussive handclaps, 
and Shaan’s swooning falsetto, it recounts the aftermath of a one-night stand. 
Signing to 300 Entertainment stateside as “Woke Up Late” soared to prominence, they 
accompanied Famous Dex on the standout single “LIGHT” from his chart-topping 2018 debut, 
Dex Meet Dexter, which bowed at #12 on the Billboard Top 200. Their inclusion illuminated just 
how versatile “musical pop music can be” as they bring intricate instrumentation and show-
stopping chant to Dex’s technicolor trap. 
As they tour Europe with Camila Cabello and ready more tunes, Drax Project possess the 
power to push pop to new heights. 
 
 
SHORT BIO 
While studying jazz at college in Wellington, New Zealand, Drax Project—Shaan Singh [vocals, 
saxophone], Matt Beachen [drums], Sam Thomson [bass], and Ben O’Leary [guitar]—took what 



they learned in class and applied it to another pursuit, making pop their own. In 2013, Shaan 
and Matt began busking in Wellington to earn extra cash. Instead of jazz standards, they 
jammed out covers of Katy Perry and Macklemore & Ryan Lewis with just drums and 
saxophone, hence the name Drax Project (short for “drums” and “sax”). Adding Sam and Ben to 
the fold, a viral cover of Kimbra’s “Goldmine” caught the attention of influential producer Devin 
Abrams, giving acclaim to the newly-introduced group. They opened up for everyone from 
SBTRKT, Six60, to Ed Sheeran and Lorde. Simultaneously, their single “Woke Up Late” 
received a platinum certification in New Zealand. These four mavericks bring vital virtuosity to 
airtight anthemic structures and subvert convention as a result. (Think Bruno Mars backed by 
Charlie Mingus, and you’re halfway there!) 
 
Signing to 300 Entertainment stateside as “Woke Up Late” took off everywhere, they 
accompanied Famous Dex on the standout single “LIGHT” from his chart-topping 2018 debut, 
Dex Meet Dexter, which bowed at #12 on the Billboard Top 200. As they tour Europe with 
Camila Cabello and ready more tunes, Drax Project possess the power to push pop to new 
heights. 
 
 


